Monitoring of European PRRSV strains using sequencing technologies
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INTRODUCTION

Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS) is considered one of the most economically important infectious diseases of swine. PRRS is caused by a RNA virus with a high mutation rate.

Thermo Fisher Scientific has improved sequencing workflows over the years, resulting in a larger percentage of field samples which can be sequenced (either whole genome sequencing or targeted). The quality of the sample impacts the options for sequencing. With the optimized workflows, even samples with different viral load can be sequenced. Sequencing positive samples give additional information about the origin of the sample and if it could be related to used vaccines or new field infections. Having this information helps the veterinarians and farm manager to evaluate the PRRS management and biosecurity in farms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Thermo Fisher Scientific established different partnerships to collect more than 100 PRRSV positive samples in more than 10 different countries (Figure 1).

Sequencing strategy applied depends on PRRSV viral load and quality of the sampling process: sample collection, storage, shipment (Figure 2). For 82 samples containing a high/medium PRRS viral load with a high quality sampling, RNA-Seq or Long Range protocols on PGM instrument were applied in order to obtain whole PRRS genome sequences. For 20 samples containing a weak viral load or with a poor quality, capillary electrophoresis protocol on Genetic Analyzer was performed in order to obtain a specific target sequence of PRRS genome (ORF7 sequence).

RESULTS

Figure 4: Sequenced samples

Figure 5: Phylogenetic trees of sequenced samples

CONCLUSIONS

Compared to a Real Time PCR assays that enables the pathogen presence/absence, sequencing approaches offer the possibility to identify new PRRSV strains.

The monitoring of circulating European PRRSV strains using sequencing technologies enables to sequence RNA, directly isolated from various field samples.

Thermo Fisher Scientific offers a range of adapted workflows from the sampling, extraction methods to the sequencing solutions.
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